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Realistic figure of the armadillo serving as n tripod support.-The armadillo group of Chiriquian 
pottery is unpainted, but is infprior to none in L('allt~· of form and ornament and t)'pifie~ the plastic 
skill and unerring taste of thf> andent potter 

In the ilrmndilto ware, the figure of thp animal i~ usually conventionalized. IIere the carapnce alone 
suffices for identification 

It is belie ... ed that in the dPHlop
ment of the armadillo decorative 
motive n representation of the en
tire armadillo cnme first, after which 
("Pftnin parts, such as the earnpucc. 
,,"pre used, and finally n single band 
of the cnrapace might stand for the 
whole animal. The ornamentation 
on the dOll bIe neck of this vessel is 
made up of paired bands from the 
carapace alternating with rppresen
tations of the eye. Foot and tail 
arp often used in a similar manner 
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Nature ReBected in the Art of the 
Ancient Chiriquians 

By G E 0 R G E G RAN T 1\1 A C C U l~ D Y 
Assistant Professor of Prehistoric Archtrology and Curator of the Anthropologiclll 

Collection, Yale University 

THE age of the cave artist was 
the age preeminent of funda
mentals in art. It was then 

that the arts of sculpture in the round 
and in relief, of engraving, and paint
ing were born and first flourished. This 
troglodyte art was remarkable for its 
realism, especially throughout its earlier 
phases. It dealt with life forms, for 
the most part those of animals useful 
to man. Its beginnings and its realis
tic character were due in a measure at 
least to the necessity of controlling the 
food supply. 

With the final retreat of the conti
nental glaciers and the disappearance 
of the reindeer and the mammoth from 
western Europe, cave art suffered an 
eclipse. The Pahrolithic period was 
followed by a more practical if less 
artistic age, the N eolithic. While the 
men of the New Stone age contributed 
in their turn to art progress, it was in 
other directions, notably through the 
far-reaching discovery of the ceramic 
art. 

In any discussion therefore of Neo
lithic art, ceramic art plays an impor
tant role. This is true not only of pre
historic Europe but also of prehistoric 
America. Since many of the orna
mental designs that have had such a 
vogue in historic time had already 
taken shape before the dawn of history, 
their origin is to be sought for in pre
historic rccords. Since the problcm in 
Europe is more complcx than that in 
America, I have choscn some prehis
toric American examples, which seem 
to illustrate tIle principles that control 
the ori~in and evolution of ornament in 
art. These prove that N eolithic art, 
like cave art, reflected almost exclu-

sively man's zoOlogic environment; they 
also indicate that man's attitude toward 
this environment had changed some
what, the change being measured by the 
extent to which realism was replaced by 
conventionalism, and the ex-voto by the 
totem. 

During the earlier as well as the 
later Stone age, man must have taken a 
certain delight in the beauty of animal 
forms independent of their real or sup
posed influence upon his fortunes; his 
ability to reproduce the chief features 
of the animal forms which interested 
him most no doubt gave him added sat
isfaction. 

The examples chosen all come from a 
single restricted culture area, namely 
the province of Chiriqui on the Pacific 
coast ·of Panama, and have been se
lected principally from the unrivaled 
collection of Chiriquian antiquities in 
Peabody Museum of Yale University. 
The specimens belong to the late Stone 
age, or, to be more exact, the transition 
from the Neolithic to the age of metals. 
They are almost wholly from the field 
of ceramic art and date from a time 
when the use of the potter's wheel was 
still unknown in America. 

The pottery of ancient Chiriqui is 
dh'isible into a number of rather dis
tinct groups depending on the nature 
of the paste and slip, the form and fin
ish, the presence or absence of paint, 
and above all the character of the orna
ment; whether in the round, in relief, 
incised, or in color; and if in color, the 
method of producing the design. 

An outstanding feature of ancient 
Chiriquian pottery is the association of 
a given animal with a given kind of 
ceramic product. The next and chief 
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phenomenon IS the proliferation of a 
whole series of decorative motives 
grouped about. °a single animal form 
and presumably derived from it. If 
this be true, then Chiriqui affords some 
striking proofs' of the way ornamental 
designs have arisen and of the prepon
derating influence of conventionalism 
in their evolution. 

A kno'Yledge of the folklore of the 
ancient Chiriquians might throw light 
on why the artist made so much of cer
tain animals while ignoring others. 
This choice might well have been influ
enced by various considerations such as 
totemism, tradition, comeliness, or even 
the mere coincidence of similarity be
h'"een some artificial pr<;>duct and some 
well-known animal form. The fayorite 
models were the animals common to the 
region in question, those whose pecu
liarities of form and of habit were not 
beyond the reach of common knowl
edge. While the artist often produced 
figures with mixed attributes, their 
component parts arc always referahle to 
liYing local forms rather than to fahu
lous creatures. 

The largest group of ware is charac
terized by a distinct kind of paste and 
slip, the absence of paint, a remarkable 
purity of form and finish, and orna
mentation in the round or in relief. 
The ornamentation dominant is taken 
from the armadillo. A fm"orite adap
tation is the use of a more or less real
i~tic figure of the armadillo as tripod 
supports; another is the perching of 
the figure on the shoulders of vases. 
More remarkable still is the isolation 
of a single feature or part of the arma
dillo and its me as a decorative motive 
independent of and at the same time 
representative of the whole: the eye, 
the foot, the tail, a band of the cara
pace. A pIca sing pattern for the neck 
of a vase is a series of carapace motives 
or tail motives, in zigzag, with a foot or 
an eye symbol filling each angular 
space. Each carapace band, or each 
tail, as the case may bc, is eX(lcutf'd 

skillfully as well as realistically. Only 
when it comes to the arrangement, the 
disposition of the series, is there a de
parture from nature. 

In dealing with the armadillo figure 
as a whole the artist allowed himself 
considerable latitude. At times he was 
satisfied with nothing less than a faith
ful copy. At other times reduction and 
simplification of parts were carried so 
far as to render identification difficult. 
Again, the artist indulged in the redu
plication, exaggeration, elimination, or 
fusion of parts, at all times, however, 
leaving an unmistakable though in
definable stamp upon his work, a touch 
that entitled him to rank as a student 
of nature and, by virtue of this, as a 
true artist; for the two go hand in 
hand, arc inseparable. 

The reasons why the Chiriquian ar
tist gave special prominence to the ar
madillo arc somewhat obscure, beyond 
its local occurrence, peculiar habits, 
and its utility as an article of foo(l Its 
mythological background is trifling in 
comparison with that of some other 
animals; but this could be accounted 
for in part at least by its limited range. 
On the other ham 1 the bird and the 
~erpent haye a very wide geographic 
distribution; and curiously enough 
these arc, above all others, the mytho
logical world favorites. It is therefore 
not at all surprising to find the trail of 
the serpent in ancient Chiriquian s~'m
bolism. In fact it is the chief deeora
tiye feature in onc small group of warr 
and has left nn impress on hro other 
groups. Like the armadillo ware, the 
~erpent ware belongs in a class by itself 
because of its distinctive (black) paste 
and slip and the fact that the designs 
arc incised instead of being in the 
round or in relief. :Morem"er, the e[cct 
of the incised pattern is heightened 
through the filling in of the incisions 
"'ith a white substance. , 

The fm'orite theme is a long serpen
tine body with a head und protruding 
forked tongue at each enet The whole 
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forms a Lalanccd and somewhat stylis
tic figure, which is repeated on the 
opposite side of the vase. With the 
elimination of the heads, the Lreaking 
up of the body into geometric patterns, 
and the shifting of the Lody markings 
from their original position, the sym
Lolism sometimes reaches a stage of al
most complete diRguise.As long, how
ever, as the artist confined himself to 
the distinetiye serpent ware his mean
ing is comparati\Oely clear. When, and 
if, he attempted to carry this comoen
tionalized serpent symLolism oyer into 
other groups of ware calling for a 
change of mec1iulll and technique, and 
where other motives dominated, the 
results Lecame confmed with designs 
that started from wholly difrerent orig
inals. 

I,ikc thc Linl and the snake, the fish 
has an all hut univenml range, hut it 
does not seem to have left such an in
delihle impress on the mind of primi
tive n1an as have the former two. Chi
riquian waters ahound in fish, which 
must have becn one of the chief sources 
of food supply among the ancient in
hahitants. Nothing could be more nat
ural th:m that the potter should en
deavor to reproduce a form of such 
utilitarian as well as artistic adaptahil
ity. In fashioning the long tripod sup
ports for urn-shaped vases he would 
inadvertently arrive at a form suggest
ing the outlines of a fish; the fortuitous 
reRemlJlance eould be heightened ad 
libitum by emphasis upon such details 
as the nose, eyes, and fins. In some 
examples the piscatorial attrihutes arc 
suggested hy the merest touch, such as 
the slight flattening at the cnd to indi
cate the tail fin or thc application of n 
single node on the back to rcprcsent 
the dorsal fin. In others the details 
arc workcd out with such care that onc 
is able to idcntify the exact spccics. 

Few animals have left a more potent 
symholie imprcss upon the culture of 
various peoples of the earth than has 
the alligator or crocodile (Spanish cl 

lagarlo). The extent of this influenee 
is revealed in art. '1'he prototype of 
thc Chinesc dragon is no doubt the 
alligator, with which the Yangtze 
Hiver tcemed in prehistoric time and 
which must have fillcd with terror the 
heart of the riparian ricc-grower of 
tllat pcriod (as pointed out by Dr. 
Berthold Laufer). It was prohably the 
Egyptian crocodile that inspired the 
a uthor of the book of Job to write: 
"Canst thou draw out leviathan with a 
hook?" As was the caFe in China and 
Egypt, so it was in Chiriqui, where the 
record is none the le~s complete because 
of its being pictorial instcad of written. 

Hepresentations of the alligator not 
only arc confined almo~t wholly to two 
related groups of Chiriquian pottery 
hut al~o arc dominant in the8e groups. 
Since both groups (lepeml on color for 
their ornamentation, the alligator oc
curs consistently in painted forms only, 
neyer as a figure in the round, in relief, 
or incised. 

The larger of the two groups is 
known as alligator ware and is charac
terized by a paste of excellent quality, 
a cream-colored slip, and by red and 
black (lelineating colorl', both being of 
an emluring nature. 'rhe more rcalis
tic figures of the alligator arc in profile 
and decorate the boclies of globular 
Yases, onc being painted on each Fide. 
The artil't emphasized certain features 
of the animal by preference: j:ms of 
exaggerated length and recurved, cspe
cially the upper onc, undue prominence 
of the frontal region, a I'ynclinal sweep 
of the bocly line, and a I'crupulous care 
that the Rcales and I'pines be not omit
tc(l A fayorite method of hringing the 
Fcales into view was to group them in 
triangular or semicircular fieWs that 
ro;:e aboye the dorl"al line. Profile fig
ures of the alligator are encountered 
ranging all the way from elaborate real
i~tic rt'prt':"entation:" to a simph' nhhre
vinted horizontal hOlly cune with a 
Fingle dot in the hollow °of the cune 
to imlicnte the dorFal hOlly marking~. 
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SER PENT WARE 
Representations of the 

serpent on Chiriqnian 
pottery are nlmost wholly 
confined to one small 
ceramic gtoup, the 0-

called black incised ware. 
On this the serpent moo 
tive is so all -pervading 
a to justify the name 
aPt/lent ware. The deep 
incisions in this ware 
were made before tbe 
paste hard ned and were 
filled with a white sub
stance that stands out in 
bold contmst with the 
bla k grou nd. The geo· 
m tric decorations of the 
uppermost 'TOSS 1 bere 
shown are a. survival of 
th e serpent s)·mbo!. In 
the second figure the 
body of the serpent with 
head at both nds ps se_ 
around the body of the 
vase three times. 

Opposite sides of the 
third va e are decorated 
with a pattern evidentl~' 

intended to represent n 
similar serpent ,vith head 

IInd forked tongue at each 
end. The body of the 
serpent i folded on it elf 
in such a manner as to 
produce geometric out
lines and thoroughly cover 
lhe field to be decorated. 
The handles oC this ves
srI, where they merge 
into the lip. are crossed 
by an incised fillet re, 
sembling the carapace 
symbol so common in the 
armadillo ware. A break
ing up of the elements 
that enter into the real
istic representation of 
thE' serpent is sometime 
seen, a series of triangles 
being for m d by the body 
motive with the mark
ings appearing only in 
the enclosed spaces. This 
re, ults not only in econ
omy of labor but also in 
more thoroughly cover
ing the area to he deco
rated; hence convention
alism has ever been as 
much the child oC econ
omy as of ritual 

, 
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ALLIGATOR WARE 

The skill of the ancient 
Chiriquinn artist is no
where better displayed 
than in his treatment of 
the alligator, representn· 
tions of which character· 
ize two related ceram:c 
groups (the so·called alii· 
gator ware and the poly· 
chrome ware) which, un
like the armadillo ware, 
depend on color for orna
mentation. In this pro· 
file figure are combined 
the chief features of the 
alligator, including scales 
and spines 

It is by no means cer
tain that the ancient Chi· 
riquians may not have 
had in mind the crocodile 
rather than the alligator, 

·since both are found in 
Chiriquian waters. The 
length of jaw depicted 
nt times by the artist 
s('('ms to indicate the 
former instead of the 
shorter muzzled alliga· 
tor. The stylistic figure 
here shown has a head at 
both ends of the body. 
Dots representing eyrs 
and teeth are placed 
where spnce invit('s rather 
than where they belong 

What at first glan.-" 
looks like n meaningless 
hundle of waving arms 
portrayed on this vase is 
n conventional treatment 
of the alligator with the 
head turning backward. 
The much exaggerated 
jaws extend over the bark 
and tail, balanced by a 
long appendage on the 
neck, while the space be· 
low· is amply filled by a 
relatively small trunk, 
tail, and leg< 
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A Iavorite rep
resentation shows 
th all igator i ll 
absolute profile. 
Note the open 
mou th wi tll teeth, 
the uptur ned 
s nout, the dorsal 
mar kings on the 
head and tail , and 
th e long Cl' s t at
tach ed to th e neck 

Vessels of the 
alligator group 
mounted as tri
pods are compar
ativ ly ra.re. The 
s upports are usu
ally short, sol id , 
pointed cones 
mllrk d by hori
zonta l black bands. 
I n this vase from 
E l Banco the n eck 
is quite hort and 
the shoulder deco
ration coosi t of 
three pll.nels en h 
bearing a series 
of scale·group 
Rymbols . 

The profile vi w 
of the alligator is 
here r educed to 
it simplest ele
ments : the curve 
of th e body line 
and a dot in the 
hollow of the 
cun-e to repre
sent the scales on 
the back of the 
animal 

A r epresenta-
tion of the alliga
tor s imilar to the 
figure at the top 
of the page is 
here shown, the 
body markings be
i ng represen ted by 
only one type of 
,cale·group moo 
tive, repeated 
three times on the 
head and five 
tim es on the tail 
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Not content with his success in exe
cuting the profile view of the alligator, 
the artist also took special pains to pic
ture the dorsal aspect of the animal, 
a. difficult problem happily solved 
through the aid of eomentionalism. 
By means of a series of parallel lines 
the rows of spines on the alligator\, 
back were indicated; while to the lat
eralmargins of the series were attached 
spines or dotted triangles to repre~ent 
the scales. '1'0 thes!,) triangles I have 
given the name scale-group motive, 
while the figure as a whole I have called 
the dorsal-view motive. The latter is a 
fayorite decoration for arched panels 
on the shoulders of vases. 

'1'he other group of ware in which 
alligator motives prevail is smaH1ut of 
special importance. It is known as 
polychrome ware, amI is at once rec
ognizable through the addition of pur
ple as a delineating col or, special skill 
in the ela1oration of designs, and versa
tility in the shaping process. It is in 
this group alone that we find the highly 
ornamental hranehing scroll pattern 
eyolyed from the multiple 10dy line of 
the alligator com1ined with a series of 
alligator profile motives. 

In this rare ceramie group wc find a 
painted figure with alligator and hu
man attri1utes com1ined-alligator 
head on a human body to which arc 
attaclwd human arms and legs and an 
alligator tail-a fig\ue, which I have 
called the alligator god. The alligator 
god was a particular fm'orite with the 
Ohiriq1lian metal worker. O,'er and 
oyer again we find him among the gold 
figurines. His human feet are usually 
planted on the hody of an alligator, to 
each cnd of which is attached an alli
gator hrad amI uncliITerentiatecl fore
legs; while on his alligator head re~t~ 
a similar douhle-hea(le<l alligator in-
yerted. . 

The octopus freqnents the waters on 
hoth sides of the Isthmus. Like the 
alligator it might Le expected to cast 
a pmverful "pell oyer the miml of primi-

tiYe man. The reasons for this would 
Le elear enough if one could sce it 
through the eyes of the Travaillcurs de 
la .Mcr, as Victor Hugo attempted to 
<10. The prehistoric as well as the his- . 
toric art of the l\[editerranean region 
Lears aLundant evidence of this, Fig
ures of the octopus, Loth realistic and 
conventionalized, occur in the art of 
ancient Greece and elsewhere, Passing 
to the Xe,,- "'orld, one readily encoun
ters two centers of the octopus cult, 
Peru and Ohiriqui. 

In Ohiriqui we find the association 
of the octopus with a single kind of 
ceramic product, which for the sake of 
convenience we may call octopns ware. 
'1'his ware diITers from the alligator 
group and both diITer from the arma
dillo ware. In point of num1ers the 
octopus group ranks next to the arma
dillo group. It consi;:ts for the most 
part of f'lelHlcr-necked glo1ular vases of 
medium size. The prevailing color of 
the :::lip is red. On this the designs 
were laid down in wax. The part to be 
decorated was then treated with a uni
form coat of black. Later the vessel 
waR passed through a hot bath; this 
melted the ,,'ax which carried with it 
portions of the overlying black, leaving 
the desired pattern in the color of the 
ground. The technique and the nature 
of the colors cmployed are thus wholly 
<1iITerent from those in the ceramic 
groups alreaely clescribe(1. The only 
point in common is that here again the 
prevailing decorative motives center 
ahout a single zoomorphic original
tilC octopus-and are presumably de
riyed from it. 

There is something peculiarly fitting 
in the association of the octopus with 
;:mall-neeked rouna-bodied vases that 
clepen<l for their ornamentation upon a 
s.""trm of nrgati"e painting. By add
ing' eight appendag'Cs the LOlly and 
mOllth of the ya~e at once heeome the 
hml." ana mouth of .an octopm. This 
if' ('q\1all~' thr cm:e whrthrr the arms 
<1('I)r11<1 from the neck or rise from the 
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Polychrome ware is r emarkable for its rarity a well as for its r efinement and beauty of ornamenta. 
t ion . It i more clo ely akin to tbe alligator ware than to any other, the delineating colors, black and 
Ted, being the same, wh ile the addition of purple in many cases gives a disting"ishing character. The 
elaborate branching crolJ decorating this vase is derived from the multiple body curve of the alligator, 
to which e\-en alligator profile motives ar e attached (compar e with third figure, page 146) 

The alligator god (at the left) .-This extraordinary design on the inside of a cup or chali ce of 
polychrome ware repre ents the human body and e..-ctremities surmounted by the alligator 's hend with .11 
its characteristic trait . The artistic rcd and purple spines are attached to the crests instead of to the 
head proper. It has been observed that there is great resemblance in this decorat ion to that of the 
earliest known period of Ohinese art 

The parrot god (at the ri ght) .-The human body is sometimes combined with avian attributes, as 
se n in this figure ca t in gold . Even here alligator symbolism is present in the foot rest, whieh is 
r epeated in inverted po ition to form tbe headdress of the god 
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Octopus ware, showing realistic figure of an octopus.~One of the best .xamples of the association 
of 8 given animal with R certain ceramic product is exemplified in this so·called octopus ware, which 
like the alligator ware depends on color for its ornamentation. The method of producing the design and 
the nature of the colors used are, bowever, very different in the two. 

In this example of octopus ware tbe octopus appendage alone is used. It appears in 8 curved 
frondlike representation and also in the guise of a sbort·based triangle with a series of dots representing 
the suckers, these motives alternating in a series below the neck of the vessel 
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FURTHER 
EXAMPLES OF 

OCTOPUS 
WARE 

Outlined in black on !l 

light ground, eight octo· 
pus arms (of the curvet! 
frond type) depend from 
the neck of this vase, the 
ncek and mouth of the 
vase being in the posi
tion of hody and mouth 
of the oetopus. 

Triangular and 
curved frond octopus 
nppendnges converg

ing toward the center 
of !l circn lar. pa nel. 
On the vessel at the 
right there are four 
sets of appendages, 
namely, onc dc>scend
ing from the nrck, 
one rising from the 
base, and two con. 
verging toward the 
centcrs of opposite 
circular panl'I...: 

lIere the triangular 
and frond type (the 
frond:05 are strnightpnecl) 
of oetopu. appendage .1· 
tern ate, filling nn nrclwd 
IH\npl. The strnightenpu 
froncls h,'ar two rows of 
811CkpfS each 

A pale yellow nnd 
1,lack vuse has n zonal 
cleeoration. ".rhetwQ broad 
hlack hands nre hroken 
liP hy n stlcrc!';sion of 
diamond-shaped figures 
(,11('h representing an oc
topus hody. (Compare 
with figure at top of page 
149.) Appendages 11I1\"(' 

hpen eliminated and dots 
indicating the suckers 
have heen placed within 
the hody areas 
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vessel's maximum horizontal circum
ference. 

Again the globular shape of the body 
makes it possible to describe a circular 
panel on each side. This is sometimes 
filled by a realistic figure of the octo
pus. Again in the centcr of this pancl 
a small circle may be traced; and 
toward this makc-bclieve mouth· as a 
center, octopus appendages converge 
from the periphcry of the panel. Thus 
can a single vase be made to represent 
two complete octopus figures. In some 
examples the reduplication is repeated 
about the neck and bottom of the vasc 
respectively, resulting in a quadruple 
representation of the complete octopus 
figure. 

The one outstanding feature of the 
octopus is the set of eight suckered ap
pcndages; to thesc the Chiriquian ar
tist gave spccial attention. Thc more 
realistic appcndage representations are 
frondlike and accompanied by a row of· 
sucker dots along the convex margin. 
The less realistic appendage motive 
takes the form of a short-based tri
angle, with a row of suckers paralleling
one or both of the long sides. From 
both the frondlike .and the triangular 
appendage the suckcrs are oftcn omit
ted, or they may appear by transposi
tion on the body of the octopus. 

In addition to the armadillo, ser
pent, 118h, alligator, and octopus, l each 
of which is dominant in a distinct cc
mmic group, therc are several other ani-

1 Mr. B. ,,'. Merwin of the University Museum. 
Philadelphia, has recently called attention to a 
snake (Crotalus duria8"8) from Chiriqui, the scale 
pattern of which is not unlike some of the designs 
to be found both in the alligator and octopus 
ceramic groups. In other words. with such an 
exuberant proliferation of decorative motives de· 
rived from a single zoomorphic original there is 
ever present the possibility of tbe overlapping of 
motives that started from Wholly different orig· 
inals. For example dots were employed not only 
to represent the scales of the alligator but also 
for the suckers of the octopus; they might also be 
made to stand for spots on a snake's back. The 
dotted triangle served as a convenient symbol for 
groups of alligator scales. On tbe otber band a 
short·based triangle accompanied by dots along 
one or both of its longer sides wns without the 

mals which appcaled more or less to the 
fancy of the artist. Among these are 
the frog occurring by preference in the 
armadillo gronp, the monkey, raccoon, 
squirrel, iguana, tapir, deer, peccary, 
crab, owl, parrot, and jaguar. The two 
last named are met with not only in the 
alligator ware especially as whistles 
but also amo~g the metal· figurines. 
Both are sometimes combined with 
human attributes to form what I have 
called the jaguar god and thc parrot 
god. 

The development of decorative and 
symbolic art is not to be demonstrated 
by means of mathematical formulas; 
that its manifestations are however 
subject to the laws of growth and of 
decay, there can be little doubt. In the 
evolution of ornament in art, the hap
hazard plays an imignificant role. The 
reasons for each step may not always 
be obvious, but they exist nevertheless. 
The work of a given artist reflects alike 
his spiritual make-up and his environ
ment, cultural as well as natural. The 
marks of kinship running through the 
group of alligator or octopus motives, 
for example, rest on a more solid basis 
than mere fortuitous convergence to
ward a common type. Each artist 
either had in mind the common source 
of inspiration, or else copied from 
someone who was drawing on that orig
inal source. The source is always and 
everywhere nature; and that art is best 
which remains true to its source. 

shadow of a doubt deriHd from the octopus ap· 
pendage. A renlistic representation of the body 
pattern of a Chiriquian rattlesnake is satisfactorly 
expressed by means of rhombs, and perhaps even 
by triangle'S. The confusion arising from possib1p 
convergences ot this kind is. howe\"er, reduced to 
8 minimum by the fact that tbe three animals 
in question are each dominant in its own distinc
tive ceramic group. In the alligator ware, the 
influence of othC'r animal forms is negligible; the 
same is true of the octopus and the serpent wares. 
The probabilities are therefore that a dotted trio 
angle is not n serpent motive whpD occurring on 
nlligator or octopus ware: npjther is it a scnle
group symbol or appendage-sucker motive if oc· 
curring within the ceramic group known as Ber· 
pent ware. This much can be said witbout deny· 
ing the possibility of the reverse being true in 
exceptional cases. 


